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To paraphrase Fred Berry (Rerun on the 70s
sitcom Wbats Happening!), which newbie you
be?

At some point in our careers, we're the
newbie. One might even suggest that every year
we start out that way-new class configura-
tions, new teachers, new books. For many of us,
that's as new as it gets these days. For others, it's
a new school or division. For still others, it's a
career shift-from a public or academic library
to a school library; from teaching to librarian-
ship; from something completely unrelated to
libraries and schools. This issue of Knowledge
Quest takes that broader focus: we all are new
in September.

Whether you're brand new to school
libraries or have been doing it for a while,
you've heard about the roles the librarian has as
set out in Information Power. Those roles '
(teacher, instructional partner, information
specialist, and program administrator) leave out
a very important component: life-long learner.
After all, if we talk the talk, shouldn't we walk
the walk? When Alice Yucht and I met to discuss
planning this issue, we came up with four cate-
gories that reflect the on-the-job realities:

1. Resources (information specialist/collec-
tion development and maintenance)

2. Working with kids and teachers
(teacher/instructional partner: collabora-
tion, information literacy)

3. WhaVwherelhow (program administrator:
managemenVpromotion or activities and
services)

4. Librarian as lifetime learner (professional
development: continuing education)

The articles in this issue are arranged to
reflect those categories. Take a look at all of
them-they contain ideas that even the oldest
newbie can use. For example, what about
highlighting your program and its excellence by
applying for one of the many awards available to
school librarians? Sara KellyJohns offers how-to
advice. Considering going back to school, but
can't find the time? An online, asynchronous
situation might be perfect (I took one via the
New School for Social Research and am eagerly
looking for another).

Additional articles can be found on
KQWeb,and the archives are full of ideas that
you may have read and forgotten about.
Continuing to challenge ourselves, to renew our
commitment to our schools and students, to
learn and grow, is what keeps us new.

Which newbie I be? I'll be the one greeting
students all new to their various grades, the one
eagerly sharing great reads with my middle
schoolers, the one clipping articles and for-
warding Web site ideas to my teacher/collabora-
tors, the one struggling to keep up with the
professional literature. In short, I'll be the same
newbie you'll be .•
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